I discuss the identifiability of a structural New Keynesian Phillips curve when it is embedded in a small scale dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model. Identification problems emerge because not all the structural parameters are recoverable from the semi-structural ones and because the objective functions I consider are poorly behaved. The solution and the moment mappings are responsible for the problems.
Introduction
Kleinbergen and Mavroeidis (KM) have written an excellent paper, compactly reviewing what we know about the identification of the parameters of a New Keynesian Phillips curve when estimated by GMM, and contributed with interesting Monte Carlo evidence to shed light on the properties of various identification-robust methods proposed in the literature. This comment takes on two issues of interest for applied macroeconomists that the paper has left on the back burner: nowadays structural, rather than semistructural Phillips curves of the type KM consider, are typically considered; for policy * The financial support of the Spanish Ministry of Education through the grant SEJ-2004-21682-E and of the Barcelona Economic Program (CREA) is gratefully acknowledged.
exercises, a Phillips curve is typically embedded into a small or medium scale general equilibrium (DSGE) model. Therefore, the identification of its parameters requires a system-wide rather than a single equation perspective.
To discuss these issues I will first write down a canonical small scale structural model, which constitutes the backbone of those medium scale models currently used in policy institutions for forecasting and policy evaluation. I will then discuss the difference between the structural and the semi-structural versions of such a model and examine identification of the parameters when impulse responses or likelihood based methods are used to construct the objective function.
I want to stress that this comment is concerned with population identification problems. That is, the problems I highlight are intrinsic to the theory rather than specific to a data set or a sample. Their solutions therefore require alterations of the theory rather than the acquisition of better or longer data sets and/or a careful selection of objective functions to be optimized.
A prototype small scale New Keynesian model
The baseline model I consider has log-linearized optimality conditions of the form:
where h is the degree of habit persistence, φ the relative risk aversion coefficient, β the discount factor, ω the degree of price indexation, ζ the degree of price stickiness, ν the elasticity of labor supply, while λ r , λ π , λ y are monetary policy parameters. v 1t and v 2t are AR(1) processes with parameters ρ 1 , ρ 2 , while v 3t is iid. The variances of the shocks are denoted by σ 2 i , i = 1, 2, 3. Equation (1) is a log-linearized Euler condition; the second is a version of a New Keynesian Phillips curve obtained by log-linearizing the optimal pricing decision around a zero steady state inflation; and the third is a policy rule. The model has 14 structural parameters: θ 1 = (h, φ, β, ω, ν, ζ, λ r , λ π , λ y ) are economic parameters and θ 2 = (σ The semi-structural version of the model eschews the cross-equation restrictions that the theory imposes on the coefficients and is of the form:
Note that (5) corresponds to the specification used by KM. This version of the model also has 14 parameters, α = (a 1 , . . . , a 9 ) and θ 2 = (σ 2 1 , σ 2 2 , σ 2 3 , ρ 1 , ρ 2 ) but following the logic of rank and order conditions, one can see that even when all the parameters of (4)- (6) were identifiable, it is impossible to recover all the θ 1 from estimates of the a´s -ζ and ν enter multiplicatively and only in the slope parameter a 6 , while a 1 and a 2 contain information only about h. Hence, conditioning on a model where variables are expressed in deviation from the steady state, and absent external information, it will be in general impossible to examine, e.g., the structural determinants of the slope of the Phillips curve and, as a consequence, back out estimates of the frequency of price adjustments, ζ. Clearly, to solve this problem, it is necessary to specify additional equations which allow the elasticity of labor supply ν to be identifiable -for example, one could solve the model around a flexible price equilibrium, rather than the steady state, and add to the system of equations the definition of flexible output.
Mapping the semi-structural model into a population objective function
Local identification of the parameters of the model (4)- (6) The first two conditions rule out somewhat extreme kinds of identification pathologies. The third safeguards against more subtle weak and partial-identification problems.
Deficiencies in the curvature of the objective function in the neighborhood of the true parameter vector in fact imply that parameter changes only marginally affect the objective function -it is either nearly flat in some dimensions (weak identification) or displays ridges (partial-identification).
The mapping from the parameters of the model (4)- (6) to a given objective function may fail to meet these three necessary criteria for identification because three types of transformations are needed to go from the former to the latter. 
Estimation
Since it is unlikely that applied investigators will spend time altering in addition there are additional headaches for applied investigators when structural, rather than semi-structural, estimation is attempted. The solution mapping seems to be responsible for the identification difficulties. Poorly behaved solution mappings are especially problematic because they leave applied investigators with no choice other than respecify the structure they wish to estimate or refine their solution procedure.
